
IMAGO Photour Camera world premiere in De Rotterdam
Unique camera produces life-sized self-portraits within 30 minutes
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SUMMARY

From 10 – 31 August, ‘self-portraits’ will be the central theme at De Rotterdam building,
designed by OMA/Rem Koolhaas on the Wilhelminapier. In cooperation with the Nederlands
Fotomuseum, hotel nhow Rotterdam, Reset Your Brand and art producer Mothership, a
unique mobile camera called ‘IMAGO Photour Camera’, is making its world premiere and will
be on display for the first time in this iconic building. At three metres high and eight metres
long, it is the world’s only ‘walk-in camera’ that produces life-sized portraits. It captures
individuals or groups of up to six people on 200 x 60 centimetre black & white photography.
Visitors enter the camera and within 30 minutes they receive the ultimate self-portrait on
special photographic paper to take home.

The camera on display in the main hall in De Rotterdam is a mobile version of the original
IMAGO Camera. After the exhibition in Rotterdam this mobile version will travel the world,
making stops at fairs, exhibitions and events.

Origin

The IMAGO Camera is the brainchild of Berlin native Werner Kraus. In 1970, Daimler-Benz
commissioned Kraus to photograph the burning in the ‘Wankel’ engine. To do so, he invented
a special lens for life size photography that could make one-on-one images and enlisted the
help of visual artist Erhard Hößle to build the IMAGO Camera. Werner’s daughter, actress
Susanna Kraus, rediscovered the camera in 2006 and transformed it into a one-of-a-kind
project combining science, art, craftsmanship and self-awareness. Jakob Kraus, boat builder
and son of Susanna Kraus, then constructed the mobile camera, inspired on the original
design of the 70’s. Weighing 350 kilograms, the camera consists of separate parts and can be
assembled and dismantled within a day.

Susanna Kraus, CEO and art director IMAGO Camera: “The particular size of the IMAGO
Camera makes it possible for the guests to step inside its powerful body and take a self-
portrait in complete isolation. Without the participation of others. Without distractions from the
outside. The focus on the moment of the self-timer is like a journey of finding oneself. This is
also where the camera surprises most users with a mirror image of themselves – non-



reversed. This exceptional experience is finally available in this transportable, mobile version.
Because pictures mobilize the world. Besides its function as a self-portrait camera, the IMAGO
Camera is also being used by artists, such as Nick Cave, Robert Wilson, Eva Mattes,
Jonathan Meese and Ernst Fuchs, actors, directors, designers and musicians. Even
companies use it as their main piece at events to help sharpen the brand’s image this way.”

Best Tall Building in Europe

From the moment it was completed in late November 2013, De Rotterdam, a joint
development of OVG Real Estate and MAB Development, has attracted a great deal of
attention both nationally and internationally. Recently, De Rotterdam won another prestigious
prize, namely the ‘Best Tall Building in Europe’, awarded by the Council on Tall Buildings and
Urban Habitat. It has also been nominated for the category ‘Best Tall Building in the World’. 

More about IMAGO
http://imagocamera.com/
http://imagocamera.com/

nhow Rotterdam
http://www.nhow-rotterdam.com
http://www.nhow-rotterdam.com

More about the exhibition
http://www.nederlandsfotomuseum.nl/nl...
http://www.nederlandsfotomuseum.nl/nl/activiteiten/actueel-en-verwacht/evenement/234-laat-een-levensgroot-portret-maken-in-de-enige-walk-in-camera-

ter-wereld

Facebook event
https://www.facebook.com/events/33439...
https://www.facebook.com/events/334394003394341/
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"The particular size of the IMAGO Camera makes it possible for the guests to step
inside its powerful body and take a self-portrait in complete isolation. Without the
participation of others. Without distractions from the outside."
— Susanna Kraus, CEO and art director IMAGO Camera
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4 STAR ARCHITECTURE & LIFESTYLE HOTEL

Sleep inside a 4 star Rem Koolhaas hotel! nhow Rotterdam is the third nhow hotel in the world after the opening of
nhow Milan and nhow Berlin. nhow Rotterdam resides in the mixed-use building 'De Rotterdam', a vertical city
designed by world-renowned architect Rem Koolhaas/OMA.

THE FACTS

opening January 10th 2014
third nhow hotel, after Berlin and Milan
designed by OMA/Rem Koolhaas
amazing views across the skylines of Rotterdam
direct waterfront location
23 floors
278 guest rooms; with sunrise and sunset views
9 multi-purpose spaces, for events for up to 250 people
ideal location for lunch, bites, drinks, events, business meetings and cultural trips
creative staff that can make any event exceptional
people make this hotel unique; locals, creative industries and guests

OUR MISSION

nhow Rotterdam aspires to become the place to meet, experience and create with peer forward thinkers in creative
industries, the arts and innovative businesses, as well as architecture lovers and city travellers.

People will make this hotel an exciting place to stay. nhow Rotterdam actively involves (mainly local) creative
entrepreneurs and artists in the development of content, events and media, as well as the art that can be
experienced inside the hotel.

We do that, because we live in a time that needs fresh ideas. And because we believe, that in current times,
creativity, innovation and progress should be a collaborative effort by commercial as well as autonomous creative
partners.

nhow Rotterdampressroom

http://nhow-rotterdam.pr.co/
http://nhow-rotterdam.pr.co/


nhow Rotterdam

Wilhelminakade 137 
3072 AP Rotterdam
Netherlands

Bookings & events:
+31 10 2067600

rotterdam@nhow-hotels.com
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